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Note From The Editor
I would like to introduce my first edition as editor of Flowlines and hope you enjoy reading it.
With BIMS being still in it’s infancy it is difficult to know exactly what you as a reader want to read
in each edition so please do send me as much feedback as possible. I would love to know each
and every suggestion and idea and will try to incorporate as many as I can into the next edition.
--I’m not a professional magazine editor so very happy to accept constructive criticism ( as well as
praise of course!)
We couldn’t let Rob Elliot’s Pallasite discovery go by without including it. He has spent so many
years looking for meteorites it is a momentous achievement. The article would have beaten
‘Meteorite Magazine’ to print, but for unforeseen personal circumstances
--If anyone would like anything advertised within the magazine again - do let me know.
If you are a full member you can advertise free and there will only be a very small charge for nonmembers to advertise.
I’m hoping to include a classified adverts section. This could be used for members to either fill
some gaps in their meteorite collections and also offload any spare specimens.
Anyway - enough from me, so make yourself a cup of tea and enjoy reading Flowlines - edition 2
Ian Barrett - (jellyfysh@onetel.com)
November 2006
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BIMS NEWS PAGE
Collated By Mark Ford
New Pallasite Discovered in the UK!
Meteorite hunter & dealer Rob Elliot has discovered a Pallasite
laying on a country track weighing in at 17.6 Kg in Hambleton North
Yorkshire. Congratulations to him on such a fantastic achievement!
Classification was undertaken by Monica Grady et al., and it is
classified as a main group Pallasite, with abundant sulphides.
Visually, weathering looks to be quite significant however a clean
metallic structure and Olivine crystals are abundant.
For further information see the excellent article further in the journal

Brighton Science Festival
Brighton Science Festival was a success again this year, and thanks to
Dave and Adrian for their assistance with this as usual. We displayed
approx 30 specimens ranging in size from several Kilos’ to small Lunar
slices, and this was well received.
A large Pultusk individual was on Loan from the Booth Museum, and this
year for security reasons we placed most of the specimens inside display
cases, (there where however plenty of rocks that could be picked up).

Membership Structure Changes
As you may know, earlier in the year we introduced a two tier membership
structure (Ordinary member, no charge, and Fellowship member £10) in
order to fund the running costs of the society, I am happy to say that this
years running costs have been met. Very shortly next years membership
fees will be payable (for those who wish to contribute), I will announce this
via the BIMS list at a later date.
We intend to try and lower the Society’s running costs by perhaps switching
website providers. We have hopefully saved printing and postage costs by
offering the journal in PDF (electronic) format to the ordinary members.
Ian Barrett has kindly taken on the role as journal editor, and I would like to
personally thank him for all his hard work, and to everyone else for their
efforts.
Membership continues to grow steadily, it is hoped that we can start to
behave more like an established society, particularly once the membership
level reaches a significant number, we will also need to hold an AGM
eventually. All these things take time, but we seem to be getting there!

Lectures
Many BIMS members continue to give excellent talks & lectures (in both
meteorites and Astronomy), Talks were given to various astronomical
Societies, Schools and the Like. You know who you all are, well done!
4
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T Rex was born in the Irish Sea Say Scientists
(Roger Dobson, The Sunday Times)
A HUGE meteorite that hit the Irish Sea and left a crater the size of
Surrey may have helped giant dinosaurs come to dominate the planet, scientists have claimed.
The researchers, who have analyzed rock formations in the British
Isles and France, believe the impact caused a tsunami that
swamped large parts of Europe.
They argue the meteor strike 200m years ago and others like it may
have led to changes in the Earth's climate that caused some species
to die out and others to dominate.
It has long been argued that the extinction of the dinosaurs 65m
years ago was caused by a massive asteroid strike.
But scientists have wondered why dinosaurs, which had previously
been relatively puny, began to develop into giants such as Tyrannosaurus rex about 200m years ago.
One theory is that increases in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere led
to bigger plants, which encouraged the development of bigger herbivores and then a growth in the size of predators. Other scientists
claim an impact by a meteor may account for the relative suddenness of the change.
"There was a relatively sudden increase in the size of dinosaurs
around the time we have dated this impact," said Michael Simms,
curator of paleontology at the Ulster Museum in Belfast who led the
research. "This impact may well have been a factor in the changes
that were going on."
Simms' team found evidence of the shock probably caused by a meteorite, which may have been up to two miles wide and hit at
18,000mph, in data from boreholes and rock formations covering
100,000 square miles.
They have not found the crater itself, but they believe the meteor
may have hit what is now St George's Channel, between Pembrokeshire and the Irish coast. Much of western Britain and Ireland was
under water at the time.
The crater may have been more than 30 miles wide but would now
be deeply buried beneath the sea floor.
In the research, published in an academic journal, Simms looked for
signs of impact rippling out from the crater in sediment that would
have been affected by the shockwave. He analyzed rock and borehole data and found the same unique pattern at every site he looked
at, from Northern Ireland to Yorkshire and Dorset.
Paul Barrett, a paleontologist at the Natural History Museum in London, said Simms' theory was "an interesting idea".
"This is the first geological suggestion that there was an impact at
this time. What we really want to back this up is a crater of the right
age."
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STOP PRESS!!!
We have just received the following statement from Michael Simms, who
happens to be a BIMS member.
He explains how he was misquoted by the Sunday Times and puts the record
straight......
The latest article appeared in Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology and is
available on line from Elsevier (I can e-mail a pdf to anyone who would like a copy). An earlier
version appeared in Geology in 2003 and can be downloaded from my museum webpage
(http://www.habitas.org.uk/msimms.html) with a more digestible summary at
http://www.habitas.org.uk/larne/seismite/index.html. What I did say in the most recent paper was
that there is a seismite (horizon of soft-sediment deformation caused by an earthquake) that can
be traced in rocks around 200 million years old across the whole of the UK where rocks of that
age are found. This covers an area of more than 250,000km2. It must originally have affected a
far bigger area since even at the most widely separated localities (nearly 600km apart) the
seismite is more than a metre thick. We can work out that it must have been a pretty big
earthquake - too big to easily be explained by conventional mechanisms. I suggested that impact
of a 1-2 km meteorite would generate that sort of seismic shock but cited other evidence to
suggest an impact was unlikely. I certainly made no claims that my putative end-Triassic impact
had anything to do with dinosaurs getting bigger. This was work by Paul Olsen, a few years
earlier, which overlooked the the fact that fairly big dinosaurs already existed before the
supposed impact - but just not on the eastern seaboard of the US. Olsen's work was based on a
sudden increase in footprint size at the start of the Jurassic. I stated that even if there had been
an impact, and the evidence is tentative at best, it is doubtful if it had any significant effect on
extinctions at that time. Plenty of much bigger impacts, such as the 214 million year old
Manicouagan, had no discernable effect on the biota and even for the end-Cretaceous impact,
which was huge and hit just the right sort of rocks to have maximum effect on the environment,
there is still some doubt that it was the final killer blow for the dinosaurs and the like.
So, don't believe everything you read in the paper...
All the best
Mike

Dr Mike Simms
Curator of Palaeontology
Ulster Museum
Botanic Gardens
Belfast BT9 5AB
michael.simms@magni.org.uk
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Etching Iron Meteorites
- The easy way
By Mark Ford

E

tching Iron meteorites is
one of the most
What you will need:
Start by sanding the surface
satisfying aspects of
with fine wet and dry paper
space mineral preparation.
(with plenty of water) use the
The process is simple, safe
larger piece, e.g. Gibeon.
finest grade you can buy, but if
and spectacular results can
there are saw marks you may
be achieved by Newbies and
Very fine sand paper (wet & need to use coarse paper first,
experts alike.
dry).
then work up to finer a grade.
Sand in one direction only, the
Why etch at all? Whilst one
best way is to lay the slice on a
should never underestimate
(e.g. Brasso)
flat surface and use a block of
the beauty of an un-etched
wood with the paper wrapped
meteorite, we etch them to
on, to ensure you get a nice flat
reveal a structure called the and hold chemicals
smooth surface and use light
‘Widmanstatten pattern’. (Also
pressure..
known as the Thomson
Structure)
This
pattern
appears in Iron meteorites
because there are crystalline
boundaries of nickel/iron alloy
and etching with the right
chemical will show off this
structure with stunning effect.
The process I am going to
describe has been invented
and reinvented by various
people over the years, I did it
back in the 1980’s on a piece
of Canyon Diablo. Since I have
always had an interest in
electronics, I had a chemical
called ‘Ferric Chloride’ at home
which is used to etch copper
printed circuit boards, and as
an experiment (as I wasn’t
allowed Nitric Acid!), I put
some
onto
the
Diablo
meteorite and it quickly began
to reveal the Widmanstatten
pattern. It wasn’t until years
later that I realized it was
actually a legitimate way to
etch meteorites! and in fact
gives the best results (far
better than Nitric Acid, which is
the traditional way to etch).

better than the solution)
available
from
Maplin
Electronics
Once you have a good surface
(www.maplin.co.uk)
that only has very fine sanding
marks in it, apply some metal
polish, and rub well in a figure
hydroxide) (from DIY store or of eight motion using a cloth or
supermarket, it is used for tissue, buff off with a clean soft
sinks & drains)
cloth, and repeat until you have
as close to a mirror like finish
as time permits (within reaBuds
son). (If you have access to a
buffing wheel, then this will
speed things up, but be careful
Firstly, a bit of patience is not to overheat the metal, as it
required, it is well worth doing will damage the finish).
the preparation well as the
results will more than be worth Now rinse the polished area
it.
under warm water, with a little
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washing liquid/soap to remove
all the polish, and rinse well.
(You can wipe with methylate
spirit to degrease too if you
wish). Do not touch the surface with bare fingers or you
may etch your finger prints
into the iron!! - Dry the iron
with a clean towel, and handle
by the edges only.
Now comes the fun bit, (you
will need to scale up or down
these measurements for the
size of your iron meteorite)
Mix up some Ferric Chloride
crystals (caution it stains
clothes and skin!) with luke
warm water, use approx a tablespoon of crystals per cup of
water, and stir until dissolved
(use only old cups and spoons Rinse the surface well in water
as they will not be suitable for and rub with a cloth to remove
food use afterwards!!).
the ferric from the surface, You
can use warm soap and water if
Now put a teaspoon of Caustic it helps. Once the desired effect
soda crystals into a cup of cold has been achieved; and the iron
water. When it has dissolved is clean, put it into the caustic
put the crystals into a suitable soda solution for several mintray/dish so that the iron will fit utes, remove - and leave to dry.
into the solution, but don’t put it
in just yet. (The purpose of this Once dry (put near a radiator or
solution is to neutralize any fer- somewhere warm for several
ric chloride left in the iron slice hours) you can rub a thin coat of
after etching).
gun oil or similar over the surface, just to prevent rusting (as
Now, wearing gloves, hold the by now the iron will be ‘grease
iron slice in your hand and dip a free’).
cotton bud (or cloth) into the
ferric chloride solution and ap- It may take a little bit of practice
ply it to the iron. Don’t rub it in to get it perfect, and you will
too much, just allow a thin film of need to adjust the times for
ferric chloride to sit on the sur- each
type
of
meteorite.
face, once covered leave for a ‘Campo’s seem to take much
few minutes (you will need to less time for example as the
judge this bit by eye.)
Nickel content varies in each
You should start to see the pat- fall. With a little practice, good
tern appear, once it does you results can be obtained very
can repeat as required until the quickly.
finish looks right. Try not to get So - Happy Etching!
any ferric on the fusion crust etc
(just where you want it to go).
Don’t under-etch, wait for a distinct pattern to appear.
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Meteorites and Extinctions
By David Bryant

H

ere’s a scientific paradox
for you!
It is a fact that there is no
such thing as a fact!’ By which I
mean that science is about
investigating the Universe and
proposing novel theories based
upon
the
most
recent
observational and experimental
evidence.
These hypotheses are continually
revised,
much
to
the
consternation
of
science
teachers, journalists and text
book authors!
When I was a 6th form student
studying ‘S’ level Zoology, it was
and Tertiary strata almost
axiomatic that the appearance of
everywhere in the western
new
species
and
the
hemisphere
disappearance of existing ones
could be entirely explained by
This sooty layer is very rich in
long-term
natural
forces:
the metal Iridium. Further detailed
evolution, continental drift, mixing
examination of the KT Boundary
of disparate populations, new
Layer (‘K’ from the German for
viruses etc etc.
Cretaceous, ‘T’ from Tertiary)
revealed shocked quartz grains,
The
score
was:
Darwin’s
micro-spheroids of fused silicates
Evolutionists
3,
Cuvier’s
and soot from trillions of tonnes of
Catastrophists 0.
burnt bio-mass! To Alvarez and
Then along came Walter Alvarez
Smit only one conclusion was
and Jan Smit. These two ‘heretic’
possible: 65,000,000 years ago the
scientists
linked
four
field
Earth had been struck by a huge
observations:
extra-terrestrial
object
with
devastating results, bringing the
ever been found in rocks
Mesozoic Era to an abrupt end.
of the Tertiary Period
other extinct animal and
plant groups) flourished
on every continent right up
until the end of the
Cretaceous Period, 65
million years ago then
disappeared from the
fossil record
A thin, dark sooty layer
separates
Cretaceous

part of the output of a nearby
supernova!
The discovery of the Chixculub
Crater in Yucutan in 1970, and its
identification as the ‘smoking gun’
of the KT extinction by Hildebrand
and Sharpton were conclusive:
no-one now seriously doubts that
the Cretaceous extinction was
caused by the impact of a
massive object: a comet, asteroid
or giant meteorite. (Incidentally:
anything from space that hits the
Earth is strictly speaking a
meteorite, even if it is the size of
a mountain!)

Suddenly
everyone
started
finding other impact sites and
Their initial announcement in other extinctions:
‘Nature’ in 1980 was, predictably
received with derision and even As the graph reveals, there have
hostility: even those who accepted been at least five other major
that an Iridium-rich layer seemed extinctions, of which three can be
to have some connection with the directly linked to impact evidence.
Cretaceous Extinction
Even those climate changes
(which swept away 85% of all caused by massive volcanic
species on Earth!) contended that eruptions such as the Deccan
the Iridium could have arrived as Traps and Siberian Flood Basalts
are now thought to have been
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caused
by
huge
impacts
shattering continental plates and
releasing the magma beneath.
Over 160 major impact sites have
been identified on Earth, the
majority since 1980 (All of which
tends to prove that Scientists only
to find what they are looking for!)
.

The Cosmic Conundrum

A simple calculation, however,
reveals that, since the Earth has
four times the diameter of the
Moon, it is a much bigger target,
and has undoubtedly received ten
times the impacts! The bulk of
these must have been destroyed
by the Earth’s erosive forces, or
have occurred in the ocean
basins.
Examination of the fossil record
reveals that a major climatealtering impact seems to occur
about every fifty million years:
this, of course, means we are
fifteen million years overdue for
the next one!
As if that were not enough to
worry about, it has been seriously
suggested by some very credible
scientists (including NASA’s John
O’Keefe), that the Eocene climate
change and resulting extinctions
were the result of an impact on the
Moon! This, it is hypothesised,
created a ring of ejecta around the
equator that greatly reduced the
amount of sunlight reaching the
Earth’s surface. (The debris
forming this ring is believed by
many to have eventually fallen to Across
the Earth as Indo-Chinese
Tektites.)
2. 'Hairpiece Meteorite'
Will ‘it’ happen again? Will a huge
meteorite smash into the Earth
any day soon? Quite possibly!
And one thing is certain: if the
impact site is known ahead of
time, Rob Elliott will be there
trying to catch it!
David Bryant
www.space-rocks.wanadoo.co.uk

5.
8.
9.
10.

Never Calm and Never Wrong
Fine Soil found on planetary bodies
Rob Elliot's first find
The Most Common Type Of Meteorite

Down
1.
3.
4.
6.
7.

In a pub with lots of water
The Last Fall In England
'...OF Arabia'. The scourge of Irons
He first discovered the Widmanstatten pattern.
Royal Residence

(Answers on page 30)
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All Will Come To He Who Waits...
The Saga of Dave Harris' cv3 discovery

I

t has often been said that
'All will come to he who
waits'
If this is true, then BIMS
Secretary Dave Harris will
eventually receive most
bountiful and amazing
compensation for both his
efforts and his patience.
The saga began when Dave
found an interesting looking
rock in a grab bag of what
would normally be just Stony
Chondrites. He said he
could tell it was a cv3 of
some sort and took a
picture of it and sent it to
Sara Russell at the NHM.
She was very excited by it
and invited Dave up to her
office at the Natural History
Museum.

the surface and get an instant
analysis on the monitor.
'Look!' She'd say.
High Iron and Magnesium..this
means an orthopyroxene'

given a provisional name of
NWA 3126.
The rock has a beautiful
appearance, with a look
similar to a fine Parnalee
slice, with CAI's visible.
Dave has been in touch with
the experts several times to
check on progress with the
official classification. And he
has waited.
And waited..
And waited......

When Dave arrrived at the
NHM they had already
prepared a thin section of
the specimen and it was
under the microscope.
With their expertise and
equipment they were able to
trace an electron beam over

Dave spotted a vague but
definite difference in a patch of
rock and this turned out to be
Sodalite. This is rare and
indicates that the rock was not
heated much above 150
Degrees since it's formation.
Dave gave the NHM a 20%
sample of the rock for the type
specimen and this has stayed
with Caroline Smith. It was
11

To date it has been nearly 2
years since he submitted his
rock and he is still waiting for
official news. When this is
finalised he will finally be
listed in the 'Blue Book'.
He is very excited about this
and he will finally see his
CV3 given the official status
it deserves!
I'm sure we all wish Dave
luck with his quest, and we
will keep you posted.
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Let There Be Rocks

The Story OF The Hambleton Pallasite

By Angus Self With The Assistance Of
Rob Elliot

T

he discovery of a new
meteorite in the U.K. is
big news. But when the
new find is a Pallasite, then
you need to recalibrate your
Big News Detector! To find a
meteorite, even an ordinary
chondrite is very rare, but to
find one of the rarest types of
meteorites (only 1% of all
falls are Pallasites) then this
is cause for excitement. The
meteorite in question is the
first of its kind to be
discovered in the British
Isles.
Rob Elliott of Fernlea
Meteorites lives in Fife,
Scotland. He has found
several small meteorites,
notably the small several
gram stone Glenrothes while
out fishing. However, he has
always kept his eyes to the
ground when rambling the
countryside. This was to
prove extremely fortunate
last year when out with his
wife Irene on the Yorkshire
moors on a meteorite hunt.
This area of moorland is an
undeveloped piece of
countryside and ideal for
meteorite hunting as the land
has remained unturned for a
long period of time. A large
rock weighing 17.6 kg was
found and the magnet Rob
always carries was attracted

to this curious rock. It was
thought to be a possible
suspect in the search for extra
terrestrial interlopers. It was
duly hauled out of the muddy
undergrowth and taken home
where it…sat outside for three
months in the glorious Scottish
wind, rain and sleet! Now, you
and I as meteorite enthusiasts
would probably balk at this
location, but hear me out. It
was thought to possibly be a
meteorite due to the
magnetism, but in reality it was
more likely to be some iron
slag. After all it had a thick and
extremely friable rust covering
and a strange sulphurous
smell. So it wasn’t going to be
houseguest just yet.
The nearest town to where this
rock was found is the small
village of Kilburn in North
Yorkshire near the Hambleton
Hills. The outline of the White
Horse of Kilburn is a wellknown landmark on the
12

hillside. Narrow country
lanes criss-cross the pasture
land, many of which are
shown as farm tracks.
Strangely enough, they are
shown up on satellite
navigation systems as
passable to all traffic and yet
only safely negotiable by
four-wheel drive vehicles. It
was along such a track that
the Elliotts drove, parked the
Land Rover and went
walkabout.
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As can be seen from the
above picture, it was summertime with a lot of greenery. This can be an obstacle,
as meteorites can be obscured by undergrowth for a
large part of the year. Yet
luck was on their side as the
rock was found by a wall and
relatively easy to retrieve.
After a couple of months Rob
hacked off a sample which
was sent to Dr. Monica
Grady, now at The Open University. She is at the time of
writing involved in the analysis of the Stardust samples
supplied by NASA from the
sample return mission to
Comet Wild 2. Dr. Diane
Johnson of the Planetary and
Space Sciences Research
Institute was asked by Monica to communicate directly
with Rob as she was doing
the SEM mineral analysis. It
turns out that the meteorite is
a main group pallasite with a
really beautiful small scale
Widmanstatten structure that
is clearly visible in the SEM
scan emailed to Rob.

and it is a wild guess that the
grooved furrow on one side
could have been caused by a
plough.
The picture below shows
Hambleton almost as it was
found (bar the small piece cut
off for analysis). Note the furrow along the top.
Daily Record from January 14th
2006. I emailed Rob straight
away and I was invited over to
see him, Irene and the new
find in January 2006. After the
short drive from my home town
of Edinburgh to the Elliott’s I
was ushered into their living
room. We had a cup of tea and
then the baby was brought out
for me to coo and gurgle over

I was instantly mesmerised. If
Rob had brought in John
Lennon’s Rickenbacker and an
autographed copy of Revolver
I couldn’t have been more in
awe! I have seen many a polished slice of a Pallasite but
this was how it had lain untouched for decades even centuries. The real thing, up close
and personal! I was quite surThe first I heard of this
prised at the weight of this
meteorite was from Rob in
rock, which was the only hint
August or September 2005
other than the small off cut,
when he mentioned by email that this could be a rock of
that he might have found
great value. It was found near
something of interest. The
the village of Kilburn in Yorknext I heard was when my
shire and was probably lifted
wife Pamela was given the
from its original fall site by a
newspaper cutting below from farmer then ditched over a
the Scottish newspaper The
wall. This is pure speculation,

Diane Johnson emailed Rob
with some interesting details
about the meteorite.
Apparently it is from the main
group of pallasites as found
by the oxygen isotope data in
the olivine. Two small blocks
had been cut from the sample
and were polished.
They both show Fe-Ni metal
and olivine. One other issue of
Interest is the discovery of iron
Sulphide and phosphorous.

ESQUEL

BRAHIN

Esquel is the King of all
Pallasites. The main mass of
Esquel was found in Argentina
in 1951 by cattle ranchers
digging a stock tank.
The large crystals and stable
matrix make it a sought after
classic. It also makes it an
expensive purchase!
13

Brahin is at the other end of the
spectrum from Esquel.They are
very affordable with a large known
weight, but not the most stable of
pallasites and need careful
treatment to prevent corrosion.
Found in 1810 near Minsk,
Belorussia.
While not the finest Pallasites they
mean we can all own a Pallasite!
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Although Diane suspects the
phosphorous may be due to
the weathering of the metal.
Perhaps this was the cause
of the unpleasant smell!
As I write, the Meteoritical
Society is still to publish this
find in its bulletin but there is
hope that by March 2006 it
Will be posted.
Whilst chatting with Rob I
found out there were one or
two strange rumours about
this meteorite. Somebody has
been reporting that Rob
witnessed it as it fell from the
sky. Strange, as the
weathering leads to believe it
has lain unfound for 200
years or so. Exact terrestrial
age is uncertain, but this is an
approximation due to the thick
rust coating.
There is also the possibility
that it could be the result of a
fireball seen in 1783 travelling
from Scotland to London
centred over the Yorkshire
area of the Hambleton hills. I
was given the following
information by Eric Hutton
who has an astronomy web
site with a list of historic
meteor sightings.

1783,
France,
England,
Scotland Aug 18th
R. P. Greg in his catalogue
1860, gives the following
entry...

At Greenwich as a double
bolide, very brilliant. Heard to
A
very
celebrated
and explode also over York some
remarkable meteor. First seen minutes after.
in the Shetland Isles;
like the planet Mars; 1/3 moon, Rob has been on local
from Mullingar to York; equal 2 television in the Yorkshire area
full moons over Kent;
showing his find and several
appeared to burst into two other meteorite hunters have
straight over Lincolnshire, with been interested enough to try
a report 8' or 9'
their luck at finding more.
heard at Windsor afterwards; However, after five more days
visible 20"; at once for an arc of of searching the area Rob has
75 degrees;
found no further pieces of this
60 miles high; 20 miles in a meteorite.
second; tail 10 > than body;
turned a little to E.
As a wise man once said
after partially bursting; left a “seek and ye shall find”. Keep
streak and sparks; tail not much looking, this stuff is out there!
seen at first,
Let there be rock!
perhaps foreshortened. In Thanks to
Rob and Irene
Ireland, seen moving parallel to Elliott for sharing their
horizon 10 degrees or 12 information and pictures.
degrees
www.meteorites.uk.com
high. Seen over Burgundy in
France; altogether for a Eric Hutton for fireball
distance of 1200 miles.

information
www.atschool.eduweb.co.uk
The Open University for analysis and SEM image
www.open.ac.uk
Angus Self.
Edinburgh.
February – March 2006.

IMILAC

While often only found as twisted,
rusted chunks the finest Imilac
specimens make it one of the
most beautiful Pallasites around.
Found in 1822 in the Atacama
desert in Chile.

www.angusself.co.uk
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WITH THANKS TO JOHN AND DAWN
AT ARIZONA SKIES METEORITES FOR
THE USE OF THEIR PALLASITE IMAGES.
FOR HIGH QUALITY METEORITES CHECK
OUT THEIR SITE http://www.arizonaskiesmeteorites.com/
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Apollo Rocks Exhibition At The Nicolson Institute
- A Story From An Island of Wind, Rain, Sheep And Rocks
By Rob McCafferty

T

he Western Isles are
cold, wet and windy.
Lying thirty miles or
so of the Northwest of the
top left of mainland
Scotland, they are mainly
covered by acid peat bog and
midges.
At first glance, this may not
seem a good place to look for
rocks from space…but you’d
be wrong.
During the first week of April,
the Nicolson Institute in
Stornoway became a hive of
activity as the local population
came in droves to see
something as dull sounding
as a few grams of rock.
The “Space Exhibition” was
the first of its kind on the
island and the locals could
come and see small meteorite
samples belonging to a local
science teacher.

And just for kicks, a framed
and autographed postcard of
Gagarin, Titov, Popovich and
Nikolayev was on display too.
The draw for the crowds,
however was the moon, the
exploits of Armstrong and the
eleven other astronauts who
walked on the moon.
The light was subdued and a
projector ran a continuous
cycle of images of the first
Apollo landing on the wall.
Genuine 22nd July 1969
newspapers were on display
for people to read and taking
pride of place, on a plinth in
the middle of the display,
encased in lucite, were a few
grams of rock, brought back
from the lunar surface by the
astronauts who went there.
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Lewis is an Island with an
old population. Most people
remember it happening. And
on an island, nothing is
secret. When the pupils tell
their parents what’s
happening, everyone knows
about it within a day. NASA
may be paranoid over the
security of their moon rocks
but fortunately, here is a
community where crime is
virtually non-existent.
Everybody knows everyone
else’s business so nobody
can misbehave as they may
do in an anonymous city. It
also meant that everyone
knew what was coming to the
island and everyone came to
see a piece of history.
“Aren’t they small?” is an
inevitable comment. Yet with
less rock than would fill a
petrol tank of the average
family saloon car, it’s not
surprising that NASA are a bit
thrifty in what they lend out.
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The disappointment that they
cannot actually touch the
NASA rocks was overcome in
three ways at the exhibition.
Meteorite samples were on display. A 2kg Henbury loaned by
the Natural History museum,
an Imilac and a nice chunk of
Parnalee were available for
direct handling.

“I never
thought, when I got
up this morning, that I’d
go to bed having touched a
piece of the moon”
An Amazed Exhibition
Visitor

The second was that I actually
made some of my own
samples available to handle.
A miniscule 28mg piece of
NWA482 was handled by
several hundred people. The
people came and touched the
moon, and though it was small,
when it’s explained to them just
how little of this stuff is around,

they cease to be disappointed.
They actually feel awestruck.
Some can be seen to shake
with the enormity of it (maybe
they are scared of dropping
and losing such a small stone).

How sad is it that it is only the
over 30s that seem so
intoxicated by this experience?
Our science teachers need to
work harder.
There is yet, more.
A 234mg slice of SAU008 was
also made available to touch.
This was talked up as not just
a piece of Mars, but a piece of
a planet nobody has been to.
Yet they would go home being
able to say they’d touched it! A
65 year old should not get that
excited by anything!!!
I don’t know what constitutes
normal levels of terrestrial
contamination in a meteorite
sample but there sure seems
to be a fair amount of sweat
and skin on these two pieces.
It would be fair to say, they
would not command premium
prices on Ebay anymore.
For those who still had an
appetite for more, an inflatable
planetarium was made
available to the visitors where
16

in broad daylight, they were
given a tour of the night sky
which concentrated on the
romance and mythology of
those enigmatic points of light.
How delightful it was that at
the end of each show a
spontaneous round of
applause went up just before
the lights did in that dark echo
filled dome.
There is no doubt that the
PPARC loan scheme is a
huge draw, and any educator
is advised to take advantage
of it. A local police station is a
good storage place for the
NASA lunar samples, though
it may not be a good idea to
ask them at the beginning of
April as I did….ahem!
It’s stressful being responsible
for the Apollo rocks but hugely
satisfying and exciting. How
do you take advantage of the
scheme? It’s not hard to find.
Use google! “PPARC lunar
samples” and you can do the
same in less than 3 months.
If you have a good collection
of meteorites to go with what
PPARC send you (Lunar samples, educational materials
and Natural History Museum
Meteorites) then you are onto
a sure-fire hit.
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I

n the past decade the
hazard posed to the Earth
by Near Earth Objects
(NEOs)
has
generated
considerable scientific and
public interest. A number of
major
films,
television
programmes
and
media
reports have brought the issue
to public attention.
A number of projects
have been established, mainly
in the USA, to determine the
extent of the hazard, and to
develop ways of countering it,
but the present situation is far
from satisfactory.
Current
detection
and
follow-up
programmes are under funded
and lack international coordination.

INTRODUCTION
While major impact events are
mercifully rare it is inevitable
that,
unless
we
take
preventative action, a large
object will sooner or later strike
the Earth, with devastating
consequences.
The immediate effects
of a major impact, including
blast, firestorms, intense acid
rain,
the
production
of
pyrotoxins and the destruction
of the ozone layer, coupled
with the possible triggering of
volcanism and seismic activity
will cause a significant
environmental disaster and

massive loss of life and
property. However, the main
threat to the global ecosphere
will be the vast amount of dust
and debris injected into the
upper atmosphere, blocking the
Sun and causing phenomena
similar to a “nuclear winter”.
Many smaller strikes, though
not globally threatening, have
caused massive damage to the
area of impact, and often at
considerable distance.
Two
thirds of the Earth's surface is
covered by water, and a major
impact at sea will have farreaching
and
catastrophic
effects due to the production of
a massive tsunami by the force
of the impact. The spread of
human settlement makes it
much more likely that a future
impact, even relatively small,
will result in the massive loss of
human life and property.
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THE THREAT
There are four classes of
extraterrestrial object that
can potentially threaten the
Earth; asteroids, short period
comets, long period comets
and
cometary
debris.
Because these objects are
relatively small very subtle
effects can modify their
orbits sometimes causing
them to fall in towards the
Sun and the inner Solar
System.
Asteroids
are
remnants of the original disk
of material around the young
Sun that accreted into the
planets. However, because
of the gravitational influence
of Jupiter, the asteroids were
unable to condense into a
large planetary body. Most
asteroids are confined to the
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main asteroid belt, orbiting
the Sun between Mars and
Jupiter,
but
there
are
significant groups that have
orbits that cross that of the
Earth. As pieces of a “failed
planet” asteroids are rocky or
metallic objects, made of the
same materials as the
terrestrial planets. While we
are fairly confident that we
know what asteroids are
made of, we are far less sure
of how they are put together.
Are asteroids solid monoliths,
do they have cracks or voids,
or are they simply flying
gravel piles?
All
comets
are
believed to have similar
compositions.
They have
been described as “dirty
snowballs,” but “icy mud-ball”
may be a more accurate
description.
The main
constituents of comet nuclei
are volatile ices, mainly water,
mixed
with
dust
and
hydrocarbons.
The nuclei
that have been closely
studied are blacker than coal,
due to a coating of dark
hydrocarbons. Once a comet
has outgassed all of the
available volatiles, its coma
and tail will disappear, and
the remaining, inert nucleus
will take on the appearance of
a low albedo asteroid. There
is increasing evidence that

there might be a significant
population of "dead" comets
occupying Halley type orbits
and finding such bodies could
present new challenges to
search programmes, probably
requiring the use of infrared
technology.
Short period comets
come from a wide band of solar
system debris called the Kuiper
Belt that starts just beyond the
orbit of Neptune. The average
short period comet has an
orbital period measured in
years or decades (by definition,
up to 200 years). The vast
majority have orbits close to the
plane of the solar system, so
once found, their orbits can be
predicted with some accuracy.
An increasing number of Kuiper
Belt Objects (KBOs) have been
discovered over the past halfdecade, incidentally giving rise
to considerable debate over the
status of Pluto – one recent
discovery (2003 UB313) is
larger than Pluto; is Pluto a
bona fide planet or just a large
KBO?
Long period comets
originate in a spherical cloud of
debris that surrounds the Sun at
distances between 20,000 and
100,000 AU (almost half way to
the nearest star). Five to ten
significant cometary bodies
approach the Sun each year,
while an unknown number of
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smaller
bodies
pass
undetected.
Unlike short
period comets, whose orbits
are relatively close to the
ecliptic, long period comets
can come from any direction.
Their orbital periods are
longer than 200 years, and
they will often only return
after thousands or even
millions of years. As a result,
most long period comets will
be new to science when they
reappear, and they will do so
with little or no warning.
It
now
seems
probable that the break-up of
comets,
like
Comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9, is far
more
common
than
previously suspected. When
a comet nucleus shatters,
either because of a collision
or because of internal
stresses as its volatile
components vaporise, it will
produce
a
stream
of
fragments and debris in its
wake. These will vary in size
from dust to lumps a few
hundreds or thousands of
metres in diameter. Such a
debris stream could pose a
significant and recurring
threat to the Earth from the
impacts
of
the
larger
fragments, but also from the
dusting
of
the
upper
atmosphere by fine dust
particles.
Atmospheric
dusting will reduce the
amount of sunlight and heat
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reaching the surface and looks
as though this could be a
significant factor in climate
change.
There is serious
research currently being done
into the links between periods
of atmospheric dusting and the
onset of environmental change.
Dealing with the impact
hazard
is
a
three-stage
process; detection (“find”),
follow-up (“fix”) and collision
avoidance (“neutralise”).

DETECTION
The
most
important
requirement for any detection
program is a telescope with a
large field of view (FOV);
however, it is equally important
to have suitable detectors
mounted at the focal plane.
Until the late 1980’s most of the
telescopes used for asteroid
detection and follow-up used
photography, but this has been
replaced by CCD technology.
CCDs
(Charged
Couple
Devices)
have
distinct
advantages over photography;
they are very sensitive, so can
detect small, faint objects with
reasonable exposure times,
and they produce an electronic
image that can then be
enhanced, processed and
measured digitally.
There are only nine
detection
programmes
in
operation around the world. Of
these, five are in the United
States, one in Japan, one in
China, one in Italy and one in
Australia. These projects find
about 15-20 new NEOs every
month and their efficiency is
increasing, mainly due to the
development of more efficient
sensors and data processing
systems. However, there are a
number of problems. There is
only one search program active

in the southern hemisphere; so
about 30% of the sky is underpatrolled. The programs are
not well co-ordinated and sky
coverage in not uniform,
especially at high declinations
and low solar elongations. In
addition, some of the NEO
populations, especially those
that have orbits closer to the
Sun than the Earth, are
definitely under sampled
The
original
“Spaceguard”
project,
proposed
by
Dr
Gene
Shoemaker, was to develop a
network of six telescopes,
positioned around the world to
provide
all-sky
coverage.
Although there is currently no
funding for this projec0.50 cmt,
an international network of
large aperture telescopes (3-4
metre) is still considered the
best way to tackle the problem
of NEO detection. To capture
asteroids that orbit the Sun
inside the Earth some form of
space-based telescope will be
needed, and both NASA and
ESA are looking at this
possibility,
perhaps
by
“piggybacking” a telescope on
a spacecraft designed for some
other purpose.
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FOLLOW-UP
The discovery of an asteroid
or comet is only the
beginning of a long process.
A new object will need to be
observed over a period of
time to determine its exact
orbit, and to see whether it
poses a threat to the Earth.
However, current detection
programmes are largely
dedicated to their primary
role, leaving the subsequent
follow-up observations to
others. While there are a few
professional
follow-up
programmes the lion’s share
of this work is done by
amateur astronomers around
the world. This is for one
simple reason - numbers. It
was once pointed out that
there are more people
working
at
your
local
McDonalds restaurant than
there
are
professional
astronomers searching for
NEO's.
In recent years
interest in NEOs has grown
and this situation has
changed, but telescope time
will always be at a premium
for professionals.
The
amateur, on the other hand,
with his or her backyard
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telescope
can
observe whatever
they
like,
whenever the sky
is clear. With CCD
cameras
and
computers
amateurs not only
have the power to
do
astrometric
reductions
in
seconds but can
also make useful
observations
using dedicated
equipment.
Asteroid
and
comet
discoveries
and
targets for followup observation are
collected and co-ordinated by
the Minor Planet Centre
(MPC) based in Cambridge
Massachusetts
and
the
Spaceguard Central Node
(SCN) in Italy.
Neither
organisation
is
properly
staffed or funded, and the
exceptional service that they
offer is largely based on the
dedication of a few, hardpressed individuals.
In
addition
to
determining an object’s orbit
around the Sun it is also
necessary
to
find
out
something about its physical

NEO must be
developed in light
of the object’s
physical
properties; there
can be no generic
solution.
There
are three possible
courses of action
available once a
threat has been
identified:
a.
Evacuate/Ride
the Storm. Given
adequate warning
it
might
be
possible
to
evacuate the point
of impact and
areas in danger such as lowlying coastal regions. This
might be reasonable for small
impacts, but for larger, globally
threatening events, long term
protection and supply will be
necessary for any surviving
population.
Natural food
sources will not be available for
over a year, and even then,
there will be no infrastructure to
support society once the skies
have cleared. Major climatic
changes resulting from the
effects of the impact may make
the environment hostile to
human survival for extended
periods, making the reestablishment of civilisation
difficult.

properties – what is it made of,
how is it constructed, how fast is
it spinning? Much of this work
can be done using groundbased observations, but “in situ”
investigations by spacecraft are
an essential part of the process.
The United States (NASA) and
Europe (ESA) have active
space based NEO research
programmes
that
includes
space missions such as NEARShoemaker, Deep Space 1,
Deep Impact, the ill-fated
CONTOUR and Rosetta. These
missions greatly extend our
knowledge of NEOs, but also
teach us that asteroids and
comets
are
diverse
and
complicated objects. No two are
the same, and we would be
foolish to develop “generic” b.
Destruction.
The
models of minor planets.
possibility
of
destroying
potential impactors, probably
with
high
yield
nuclear
COLLISION AVOIDANCE / weapons, has been studied in
some detail. With the current
MITIGATION
lack of knowledge of the exact
composition
of
particular
Studies have been conducted in
objects, and their structural
both the United States and
strength, there is doubt as to
Russia on methods of avoiding
the effectiveness of this course
potential
NEO
impacts.
of action. The fear is that
However, any strategy to deal
incomplete disruption of the
with a potentially hazardous
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object would subject the Earth to
multiple impacts from fragments
of the original body. The effects
of transforming a cannon ball
into a cluster bomb could be
more far-reaching than the
original threat.

scientific
communit
y. These
bodies
represent
the
primordial
material
from
which the
solar
system
formed
some
4,500
million
years ago,
and their
analysis
would be
invaluable
to studies
of the formation and early
evolution of the solar system,
and to the search for similar
systems around nearby stars.

c.
Deflection
/
Acceleration / Deceleration. If
a potential impactor can be
identified early enough, its orbit
could be modified sufficiently to
ensure that a collision will not
occur.
The amount of
modification
required
is
inversely proportional to the time
available before impact; so early
warning of a potential threat will
be crucial. Possible methods
include the detonation of a
nuclear weapon close to the
body to change its orbit, the
deployment of solar sails, the
use of the Yarkovsky effect or
the use of propulsion units or
mass drivers (using the material
of the object itself as fuel) to
physically drive it from its path. Educational
Only very small adjustments
would be required to ensure a
It has been said that any
miss rather than a hit.
subject that involves big
explosions, spaceships and
While there is a body of
dinosaurs cannot fail as an
literature dealing with the
educational tool!
As the
physical processes of asteroid
scientific community has found
and comet deflection, little or no
out over the past ten years, the
research has been done into the
study of the impact hazard is a
sociological and psychological
truly
multi-disciplinary
effects of an impending impact
undertaking; in fact, there are
event. This is not strictly a
very few subjects, from
question for astronomers, but
anthropology to zoology, that
the wider social and political
aren’t involved in some way or
implications of the hazard have
other. Indeed, we can go
yet to be addressed.
beyond science.
Amongst
other things, historians are now
OPPORTUNITIES
investigating possible impact
events in the historical record
Scientific
that have been misinterpreted
as mythology or allegorical
A comprehensive programme
accounts
of
unexplained
aimed at the study of the origins,
phenomena. As a gateway to
orbits and compositions of
more conventional curricular
asteroids and comets would
subjects the cosmic impact
have enormous impact on the
hazard has a lot to offer, and
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there are a multitude of
resources available on the
Internet or in print. A short list
of websites that provide
additional information and
links can be found at the end
of this article.
Commercial
The mining of minerals,
metals hydrocarbons and,
significantly,
water
from
asteroids and comets for use
in the exploitation of space
could
become
viable,
reducing the requirement to
lift such materials from
Earth's gravity well (the most
expensive part of any space
project).
Once deflection
techniques
have
been
refined, the nudging of NEOs
into convenient orbits, and
the subsequent mining of
their resources could become
the enabling technology for
man’s exploration of the
universe.
CONCLUSION
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It is only recently that mankind
has realised that there is a real
threat from collisions with cosmic
debris. Until the latter half of the
twentieth century there was still
controversy over whether the
craters on the moon were caused
by impacts or by volcanic action.
It was only after moon rocks
collected
by
the
Apollo
astronauts were analysed that
the matter was settled. While
there is no doubt that there is a
substantial long-term threat this
hazard is qualitatively different
from other natural disasters such
as earthquakes, floods or
volcanoes:

The leading NEO information
source in the UK, visits, online resources, current news,
reading suggestions.
The Faulkes
Project.

Telescope

http://www.faulkestelescope.com

Practical astronomy projects,
on-line resources.
NASA NEO
Website.
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov
Current
news,
on-line
resources.

Cambridge
Conference
Network
(CCNet).
http://abob.libs.uga.edu/bo
Rare. Major impacts are rare (on
human timescales), therefore bk/cccmenu.html
easy to dismiss as irrelevant to Current NEO news and
debate.
the current generation.
Devastating. The
destruction
wrought by a major impact will be
orders of magnitude greater than
any that resulting from other
natural phenomena.

National Near Earth Object
Information
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A government
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A Possible new impact crater in
North Western india
A Brief Note On A Crater -Like Formation In The Kutch Area
Gujarat State, India
By Manoj Paj

Introduction
A news item in the Times of
India dated 22nd May, 2006
stated about a possible new
meteorite crater in Gujarat
state. The article said that it was
over 5000 years old. Professor
R V Karanth of Baroda and Dr P
S Thakkar of ISRO had stated
that the circular depression in
Luna was caused by a meteorite strike. They also claimed
was supported by Remote
Sensing Satellite images. Prof
Karanth also claimed that they
had found some glassy pieces
and the samples had been sent
for analysis National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI),
Hyderabad. We were very
skeptical about this news of an
impact crater as a lot of exploration had been
done in the region and it was
not
possible
that this crater
had eluded everyone. But the
discovery of the
Veiled Crater in
Sahara and others similar impact
craters
was fresh in mind. So the possibility of an impact crater could
not be ruled out. I contacted the
amateur groups’ members of

that region for guidance in visiting the place.

Historical background
This crater is situated
in arid areas, with bad
but motor able road.
The approximate coordinates are 23:48 N
69:15 E. The place is
a bird watchers favorite since the past two
decades. This place
was frequented by ornithologists participating in the International
Water Fowl counts,
during winter. Not far from this
place is a religious spot where
both people of Islamic and Hindu faith worshipped. This place
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is known as Haji Pir a fakir
who tomb containing the
mortal remains lies buried.
Close to the region are several excavations of the
Harappan civilizations dating
over 4,000 years ago. About
an hours drive from the place
are littered with fossils. Recent excavation near Meghpar area, not far from Bhuj
had yielded several Harappan seals of the Gadhwari
Indus civilization.
Luna crater was accidentally
discovered by archeologist
Dr. SR Rao while searching
areas for potential lost civilizations several years ago.
Prof RN Iyengar had mentioned in his paper on 'Profile
of a natural disaster in an-
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During monsoon, rain water
from several local rivers
drains into this basin. Sea
water also rises and mingles
with the river water here. As
the floods recede, leaving a
two small circular lakes. The
larger of the two lakes is
known as Luna Jheel or Luna
Lake. Fish attracts several
species of migratory birds,
some rare. The circular
shape is not visible at ground
level and naturally visible only
aerially.

cient Sanskrit Literature', Indian Journal of History of
Science, 2003 that the lightening and explosion in the
'Purana' referred to a meteorite strike. He was of the opinion that this impact could have
taken place 5000 years ago in
North Western part of India.
Since it was an arid desert,
thirty five years ago, exotic
species of a shrub Prosopis
juliflora was planted to prevent
further desertification of the
area. However this shrub proliferated all over the area killing native vegetation. The
authorities had thus given permission to the locals to cut
these exotic weed and burn
them to produce charcoals for
industrial purpose. The labors
also laid out snares to trap
black napped hares and also
killed the rare and endangered
Spiny Tailed Lizard. This was
veritable eco-holocaust in the
making. A bonfire is lit at a
location every 5 square kilometers area of the entire region casting a pall of with soot
and black smoke. The daily
earning from this char coals is

pegged at least $ 2 million, so
no wonder local mafias were
involved in this trade.

The investigation
The crater is located in an area
know as Luna. This place is
around 100 kilometers away
from Bhuj, Kutch District in the
state of Gujarat, India. Though
the last 30 kms are motor able
road, thanks to the religious
spot near by, during summer
time is very arduous journey.
Sand storms blow ever 30 minutes cause mini tornadoes.
This can cause brief blindness.
However, the site is easily accessible by car or a motor bike.
Drinking water is scarce. Whatever water that is available is
harsh and very saline. Wood
cutting and then burning them
for charcoal is the main occupation of the people during
summer. During winter either
they migrate into nearby villages or towns for work, or they
weave the famous Kutchchi
Pillow Covers.
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The entire area we visited is
covered with Prosopis juliflora
as high as 15 feet. Sound of
wood cutting was heard all
around. At 50 degrees Celsius, we could smell the
smoke. Terrestrial soil was
littered with soot and grit.
Very few rocks were found in
the vicinity. What ever that
was found was mostly basalt.
The height of the Prosopis in
the core area of the crater
was surprisingly below 3 feet.
There were several strands of
grass. However, the floor appeared like a dried up mud
flat. We found crater was indeed circular and saucershaped and had a slightly
raised rim around most part.
At a few places with walls
rising to a height of six feet,
however, they looked man
made and search did not reveal any rock structure. Dried
shells of ram horn snails were
littered around. None of the
few rocks found it this area
looked like any impactite.
Our tour guide who Nekh and
Haji Abhu knew the area well
and pointed out the areas visited by Dr. Thakkar and Dr.
Karanth. He took us to a small
lime stone pillar and claimed
that the scientists were excited by this stone. Maybe this
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was a marker for the satellite
imaging. We found several of
these lime stone pillars and our
assumption that these served
as a guide for Ariel photography
proved correct.
We used several metal detectors, but no metallic objects of
any kind were found. Using the
compass also did not help.
There was no evidence, either,
of any stony material lying buried somewhere. We looked for
conglomerates and traces of
impact glasses or maskelynite.
None of these were found. The
only rocks we found were basalt, pumice and scoria. A detailed search outside the crater
did not yield anything. Lab analysis of almost all samples we
had collected in the area did not
show any evidence of impact.
The crater is about 850 by 815
meters. The structure appeared
to be circular without any evidence of excavation. It was difficult to determine whether this
feature was natural, man made
or an impact oriented. If there is
any material lying buried under-

ground, then perhaps digging a
hole might have helped. However it was pointed out that several missions had visited the
area. A special team had drilled
in the area looking for oil. They
had drilled at various locations
for several years. The search
for oil was negative. Teams of
geologists and engineers had
visited the area several times.
Their object was mainly to study
Deccan basalt formations.
It was only Dr. Karanth and Dr.
Thakker who had propounded
that this was of an impact origin.
As their paper was due for submission, we could not lay hands
on the samples they had collected from the region.
Kutch is seismically active, and
two major earthquakes have occurred in the past 50 years. The
last being on 26th January 2001
destroyed thousands of buildings and killed over twenty thousands. Another major earth
quake over 200 years ago had
cause the river Indus change its
course and flow into, what is
now in Pakistan.

If an impact explanation is
correct, then an object several
meters large could be responsible. This might not have
been metallic as it would have
buried deep inside and might
have been detected when the
geologists had drilled.
Further investigation is required to prove if this crater
was indeed of an impact origin. Maybe some of the BIMS
members could research
some of the old papers in UK
for a lead. They can also
study some of the satellite
maps Farouk E-Baz and his
team had done for the Kebira
crater. At the moment, are
rather skeptical but open to
reason.
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ASK AN EXPERT

Dr Caroline Smith
Curator Of meteorites - Natural History
Museum, London

I

How did you first get
into meteorites?

n this new section we offer

Bit of a long story really and
quite literally by accident! I
BIMS members the chance
studied geology as an
to have their meteorite
undergraduate but I hurt my
related questions answered
knee badly (did a Michael
by
Owen – torn cruciate ligament)
an expert in the field.
We are very lucky to have the playing rugby. This prevented
me from doing my independent
skills and experience of
mapping so I had to do a labDr Caroline Smith at our
fingertips. She is curator and based project instead. As I had
become quite interested in
conservator of meteorites at
the Natural History Museum - impacts during my course and
my Mother’s home being just
London and a highly
outside London, my university
respected researcher.
With all the recent discussion arranged for me to come and
carry out my project work with
about the preservation of
Monica Grady at the Natural
meteorite specimens in our
History Museum. Monica got
harsh terestrial environment
she is a very good person to me classifying some new
chondrites from the Frontier
turn to for help.
Mountain area in Antarctica
Caroline has very kindly
and that’s when I really fell in
offered her help on an
love with meteorites. I found it
ongoing basis. If you have
fascinating to be able to study
any
something so old, rare and
niggling little questions that
you would love to throw at an precious and knowing that I
was the first person to look at
expert please just email the
them properly really blew my
editor (check the contact
mind! It certainly beat mapping
page
for details.) and hopefully the some area of the Highlands in
answer will appear in the next the pouring rain – which is what
most of my colleagues from
edition of the journal.
university did!
From there I went on to doing a
PhD in ureilites with Ian Wright
and Ian Franchi at the OU but I
retained my links with the
Museum and Monica
supervised me as well and I
came to do a lot of the
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mineralogy work at the
Museum. Then I did got a
post-doctoral position with
Sara Russell, again at the
Museum and then I went up
to Glasgow to work with
Martin Lee. I came back to
London as Meteorite Curator
in April 2005 and I can
honestly say I have got my
dream job!

Do you have a private
collection of your
own?
No I don’t, for the very simple
reason that I am not allowed
to. It is a potential conflict of
interest for me to have my
own meteorite collection and
as such the Museum does
not allow it. I have got a
slice of Allende that was
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purchased for me and given
to me as a leaving present
when I left the Museum in
2004 after finishing my postdoc with Sara. It’s got a
really weird CAI in it and I am
having to stop myself from
digging it out to analyse! I
keep meaning to bring it in as
I could have a look at it using
one of our non-destructive
analytical scanning electron
microscopes.

What is your favorite
fall, and why?
I’ve got two actually, I am
allowed two?? My first
favourite fall is Novo-Urei.
Obviously having spent all
that time studying ureilites for
my PhD it is no wonder that
the group type specimen is
my favourite. The other
reason is that the story of its
fall and recovery is quite
interesting. Three stones fell
on the morning of 4th
September in 1886 over the
Kramazinka region in Russia.
One of the stones fell in a
swamp near the Novo-Urei
farm, the other two fell on the
banks of the river Alatyr. Of
these two stones the
Catalogue of Meteorites lists
one as being ‘broken up and
lost’ and the other was
recovered, which is the NovoUrei we now have in
museums and universities.
During my PhD work I found
out what had actually
happened to the ‘broken up
and lost’ stone. Apparently
the locals were very
superstitious and
(unsurprisingly!) were rather
amazed at the sight of rocks
falling from the sky. Their
reaction to this, apparently,

was to collect the stone, crush it
up and then eat it! I have
always found this quite an
amazing story and I also have a
chuckle at the thought of these
people eating a rock which has
a significant amount of
microdiamonds in. It couldn’t
have done their teeth any good.

What has happened to
the Danebury
meteorite? ... is it at the
NHM or is
it still lost with Oxford
University, (we have
been trying to track
down
the mass to obtain a
My other favourite fall is
photograph to study
Allende. This fall and recovery
the weathering of it). Is
of this meteorite, along with
there
Murchison and the Apollo 11
samples really pushed the study a type specimen at the
of meteorites and planetary
NHM?
science forward. Also the CVs
are probably my second
favourite types of meteorites
after the ureilites.

As far as I know we do not
have any of it here, I certainly
have never seen it. As far as
I know it is still ‘lost’ at Oxford.

What do you spend the
majority of your time
doing at the NHM?

(Dave Harris' Allende
Specimen - with mystery
inclusion)

Approximately how many
meteorites does the NHM
classify every year?
This is a difficult one to answer
as it changes a lot from year to
year, depending on how busy
we are doing other things and
on how many samples we have
to do. At the moment we are
not doing very many (for
various, boring reasons) but in a
usual year probably between 10
and 20.
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In all honesty I probably
spend most of my time
answering e-mails. Many of
these are from the
public/press regarding
meteorites. The rest of my
time I spend doing curation
within the collection – this can
involve arranging material to
be sent for scientific study, a
loan for another museum. As
part of my job at the Museum
I do a lot of public outreach.
This can include showing
visitors around the collection
or going to schools to give a
talk. One of the major
projects I have been involved
with recently is the
redevelopment of the
Meteorites Gallery here at the
Museum. This has been a
very exciting project and from
the initial designs the new
gallery is going to be truly
spectacular and definitely the
best meteorite gallery in the
world!
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Are there any meteorite
impact sites you would
love to visit but haven't
yet been to?
Yes, Barringer Crater,
although hopefully I will get to
go next year as the
Meteoritical Society meeting
is being held in Arizona and I

think there is a plan to visit
the crater.

If I gave you £1 Million
Pounds to spend on
meteorites what would
you buy for your
personal collection?
Nothing because I haven’t got
one! Obviously I would
spend the money on
acquiring samples for the
national collection here at the
Museum. I would get more
lunar meteorites as these are
poorly represented in the
collection, those alone would
probably take up the £1M!

Do you have any tips for
maintaining iron
meteorites?
Yes. Obviously the major
problem is rusting of the
samples for the majority of our
iron meteorite and stony-iron
samples, we keep them in
sealed teflon bags with
conservation quality
desiccant/oxygen scavenger
and temperature and humidity
indicators. Unfortunately the
materials we use are pretty
expensive and can be quite
difficult to obtain. For a
personal collection I would
recommend either a ziplock
freezer bag or if you can get
one of those heat sealing
freezer bag devices, they are
quite good too. Make sure you
put some silica gel in the bag –
if you can get some indicating
silica gel (the one that changes
colour once it gets ‘damp’ that’s
great). Make sure though that
you ‘recharge’ the gel every so
often. You can do this by
putting it into an oven at 100C
for a while.
--------Thank you very much Caroline
for your expert advice!

Have you ever
damaged any valuable
meteorites by mistake?
Of course I haven’t – even if I
had do you think I would
admit it!!! I did break a thin
section once during my PhD
but that was only very minor
and was easily repaired.
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A VISIT TO THE RIES IMPACT CRATER
By Colonel Greg Dye Hodge Beardsley
f.r.a.s

I

n June 2006 I visited the
Ries Impact crater which is
situated on the SwabianFranconian border of Bavaria in
Germany. The crater lies in the
centre of a triangle formed by
the cities of Munich, Nuremberg
and Stuttgart.
1.5 million years ago this
peaceful, rural landscape was
struck by a huge body from outer space. This comet or meteorite was 1km wide. It passed
through the atmosphere almost
unimpeded and struck the surface at 7,000 km/h. The impact
was equivalent to an explosion
of 250,000 Hiroshima atom
bombs.
The impactor penetrated to a
depth of 1km where it came to
a stop and gave up all it’s
stored energy. A huge explosion occurred in which melted
and solid rock was hurled to a
height of 30 kms and a large
crater was formed.
An incandescent mushroom
cloud of super heated material
rapidly rose into the stratosphere. 1000 cubic km of rock
was moved, and 150 cubic km
was ejected ballistically. Some
of this material was melted into
green glass and blasted away
into Moldavia to form the highly
collectable Moldavites. All life
was extinguished in an area of
100km diameter. Eventually
when the event finally ended - a
crater had been formed which
today is 25km in diameter.
Following in the footsteps of
Eugene Shoemaker I made my
way to the City of Nordlingen

Stotzen Hainsfarth
which lies in the South western visit to the region I was still
amazed so see what damcorner of the crater. Here I
age still existed after this catcontacted the curator of the
astrophic event millions of
Ries Crater Museum, Mrs
years ago. From the top of
Gisela Posges who agreed to
the Tower of St Georges Catake me on a tour of the crater
rim. We were able to visit sites thedral the distant rim of the
crater can be plainly seen.
now closed to the public. Although this was my second

A relief map of the impact crater. The N marks the city of Nordlingen
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CROSSWORD
ANSWERS
ACROSS
2 - Wigan
5 - Angrite
8 - Regolith
9 - Glenrothes
10 - Chondrite

DOWN
1
3
4
6
7

- Barwell
- Glatton
- Lawrencite
- Thomson
- Pallasite

A large block of Suevite with glass inclusions
CCr
generations of scientists
large deposit of red Suevite
destined to set foot on the
coloured by haematite. The
planet Mars what fossils to
rock is very hard and
search for in previously wet
vesiculated and contains no
areas.
glass. The rock is no longer
quarried. Once again this is a
gigantic lump of ballistically
transported material which has This is but a short introduction
to one of the great meteor
flown some 8km from the
craters of the World, a place
crater centre. It must have
little known to many. A crater
once weighed millions of tons
as it has been quarried here for with the beautiful medieval town
of Nordlingen inside its South
100 years.
western rim.
I shall go again to spend time
Buschelberg Quarry –
exploring the devastation cause
Hainsfarth
This is a truly remarkable place so long ago by this wanderer
with the best exposure of Ries from space. I hope that some
limestone. These great former of you may be inspired to do
the same!
algal reefs formed in the post
impact lake which existed for
over 1,000,000 years.
These massive Stotzen as they
are called; formed in the
shallow areas of the lake from
the green algae which
flourished there. In between
the Stotzen are areas which
are completely made up of the
shells of water snails together
with the shells of Ostracodes
or calcareous encrusted reeds.
It was to this wondrous place
that NASA brought future
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Shatter cones from the Wengenhausen Quarry

